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COVID-19 Preventative Action Plan
Jeddy Ventures LLC DBA SerialComm, EthoSwitch LLC, Sima S. Enterprises LLC
1298 Evans Road
Wall Township NJ 07719
1-877-218-7964
In light of the COVID-19 pandemic, Jeddy Ventures LLC DBA SerialComm, EthoSwitch
LLC, and Sima S. Enterprises LLC, are privately owned and operated companies sharing the
same resources. They are designated as an essential Supply Chain contributor to: government
agencies, hospitals, engineering firms, manufacturing plants specializing in medical equipment,
and research facilities, and is identified as a member of the national recovery effort to COVID19 under the U.S. Department of Homeland.
They are deemed essential to critical infrastructure, therefore, will remain open. In addition, all
three companies will be taking a diligent approach to assure the safety land health of its
employees and its clients by taking the necessary steps listed below.
1. Most employees will be working rem_otely from home.
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2. The companies operate under three separate buildings. Oie of these buildings will
entirely be used for processing and shipping products. ONLY the Shipping
Coordinator is allowed inside and will be wearing a mas~ while working.
3. President, Mordy Naftaly, conducts operations remotely om home and from his
private office in a separate secluded building, where he is the only one utilizing it.
4. Only designated personnel are allowed in the buildings and only as required.
5. All employees must adhere to 6 feet social distancing.
6. Employees will wash hands throughout the day especially when handling product.
7. We will not accept any customers inside our buildings.
8. Each building is sanitized at least once daily.
9. Any incoming shipments are isolated and kept at isolation for a 72-hour period.
If you require additional information, please contact the people listed below, either by email or
telephone:
Mordy Naftaly - CEO

877-218-7964 ext.704
Giovanni Castiglione, Office Manager 877-218-7964 ext.705
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